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Your journey around the world continues! Eternal City of Rome awaits you with its riddles and challenging puzzles. Collect
more than 80 artifacts on the awesome match-3 lev 5d3b920ae0
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YAY! Another game! Much harder than the first one, which either way is appreciated. I do enjoy seeing the pictures and what is
commonly found in Italy and originated there. The Lasagna is spelled as "lasagne", but now that is my favorite way of
pronouncing it! And of course this game helps you take your mind off things and just enjoy the challenges. Thank you for
making this game! :))) Extra notes: Went back and played it again. Achievements are working! The text on everything is
off.BUT! It makes it really fun/funny -> such as: "tutice blocks". Heh heh. Still good and challenging.. Well, this is another
Travel Riddle game. This time in Italy! Problem is. it appears someone forgot to finish all the text/tutorial stuff. Still, decent
enough.. Well, this is another Travel Riddle game. This time in Italy! Problem is. it appears someone forgot to finish all the
text/tutorial stuff. Still, decent enough.. Good time waster match 3 game.. YAY! Another game! Much harder than the first one,
which either way is appreciated. I do enjoy seeing the pictures and what is commonly found in Italy and originated there. The
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Lasagna is spelled as "lasagne", but now that is my favorite way of pronouncing it! And of course this game helps you take your
mind off things and just enjoy the challenges. Thank you for making this game! :))) Extra notes: Went back and played it again.
Achievements are working! The text on everything is off.BUT! It makes it really fun/funny -> such as: "tutice blocks". Heh heh.
Still good and challenging.. This game is a pretty typical match 3. HOWEVER, if you are looking for achievements this game is
a DUD. The achievements don't unlock. There have been posts in the discussion board about it for months and they have been
ignored.. This game is a pretty typical match 3. HOWEVER, if you are looking for achievements this game is a DUD. The
achievements don't unlock. There have been posts in the discussion board about it for months and they have been ignored.
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